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The games of May: Completing  
my growing Steam wish-list 

By Aakash Bakaya 

The summer heat might be charring my skin but at least there’s something to look forward to - the upcoming Steam Summer Sale. For us PC gamers’, Christmas comes four times a year i.e whenever
Steam bestows us with a great seasonal sale. So before Steam plunders my wallet once again I wanted to clear out some games from my small (but growing) wish-list. These three games do not
make up the entire wish-list but they are definitely some of the oldest titles on it. 

DOOM (2016)

Afranchise I love, a sick heavy metal
soundtrack, a strong focus on the cam-
paign and bloody gratuitous violence -

DOOM has everything I could ask for in an FPS.
But maybe, just maybe, I had set my expecta-
tions way too high. Bethesda and id Software’s
critically acclaimed rebirth of the DOOM series
is a fantastic game that excels in everything it set
out to do but there are departments I feel it fell
slightly short in. I think it’s just the series of con-
tradictions the game finds itself in. Firstly, the
gun play feels fast, furious and fantastic but a
few of the guns don’t have the wow factor I was
expecting. The Pulse cannon and the Mini-Gun
are slightly under-powered, the Combat Shot-
gun is a mediocre version of the vastly superior
Double Barrel Shotgun and many of the weapon
upgrades are not that exciting. This issue is rec-
tified when you play the campaign missions
again as you can get all the upgrades you want
but it might hinder your initial run.

Then there’s the story. It’s harsh to overly scru-
tinize an FPS campaign especially in an age where
developers are abandoning the concept all to-
gether and DOOM certainly tries to tell com-
pelling story. I just think it should have focused
more on the Doom Marine himself and less on the

overbearing and tired UAC corporate corruption
angle. Everything regarding the UAC felt forced
and even the writers themselves seemed like they
were going through the motions. The Doom Ma-
rine however is so much more fun and the anima-
tions they give him during key story moments are
criminally under-used. It only gets better after
you journey through Hell and find out about the
legendary ‘Doom Slayer’, a mythological figure
that has crushed the forces of Hell countless of
times in countless of lives. I wanted to know more
about that! I wanted to get a huge a** sword and
go to town on those mountain-sized Hell Barons
but alas the more interesting aspects of the back-
story are relegated to text.

I digress. DOOM for all its minor shortcomings
remains a symphony of brutality that simultane-
ously honors its forebears and kicks down the
door for the future of first-person shooters as a
whole. I didn’t think I would have so much fun
(sometimes even more so) after completing the
story and going back to find all the secrets scat-
tered around the well-designed maps so that has
certainly deepened my appreciation for the game
even more. I have only played a few rounds of
multi-player but I couldn’t really get into it. If
stamping down on Hell Knights and snapping
necks off Imps sounds like something down your
alley then DOOM is highly recommended.    


